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Dear Father Souvayt
Your blessing if your please.
I am enclosing data about one of the students at Perryville
who will be a candidate for Tonsure on June 5th and for the First
Minors on the morning of June 6th - the date of the ordination at

Perryville by Bishop Winkelmann. I am told that the dispensation
should be asked from Rome and that it should be asked through you.
This is the only official purpose of this letter.
It occurs to me, however, that I should put in a request
for as many copies of the Office of Blessed Catherine as you send
Ordos. As for the masses I think that we will need about sixty at
the least as most of the houses will need several. I take it for
granted that the sisters houses will be supplied directly from Paris.
If I be wrong we will need a considerably larger number of masses.
have had two funerals here quite lately that will be
SYWe
interesting to you. Of course we had Father Hager's - may the Lord
have mercy on him! - late in January but, then, he was sick without
a chance of getting better for quite a while before he died. But
Father Levan's was rather sudden - very sudden for us who did not
know that he had gone to the Hospital. He left here, all enthused,
on January 13th to take up his work in Los Angeles. He had been
begging for such an assignment for so long that I finally yielded
when Father Foulkes became incapacitated and he was like a young man
in his delight. I do not think, however, that the assignment had a

thing to do with his death. After he died the doctors performed a
post mortem on him and found that his heart was the heart of a real

old man. He had been in the hospital for a couple of days before.
On Wednesday at the Bishop's suggestion, Mrs. Doheny put on a dinner for him 'to meet the leading educators of Los Angeles". He was
not well at the time I found out afterwards. In fact she did not
know until four o'clock that evening whether he would be at the dinner or not. Finally he d&cided to go. The next day he went to the
hospital "for observation" as he had, he wrote me in a letter that
I received after he was dead, "some symptoms that are new and that
to not respond to the medicine that I have in my kit. But that is
nothing to worry about because Doctor Vessels told me that from time

to time I would experience new symptoms". When he went there the
doctors found him sufficiently bad that he was anointed on Friday.

The next day he was reported resting easy and in good condition. I
am told that Father Ward visited him on Saturday afternoon and found

him saying his Office. That night shortly after midnight he died.
I have not found out any details about his actual death. He was
buried in Perryville beside Father Byrne. Father Hager was buried
there, too, beside Father Ahern, a classmate of his. This would
have been his silver jubilee year. Father William Kelley is now at
Long Beach.
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Then there was Father Musson's death. He has not been at

all well for quite a while. He was at the DePaul Hospital for some
days in October and while the doctors told at the time that every.
thing was fine, I find out later that they were not at all satisfied.
When he came home he was fair for some time but some time before
the
Christmas holidays he began to get bad. His chief difficulty
was
gas that did not cause him any pain to speak of but caused serious
restlessness that prevented his sleeping at night. During the
day
it was not so bad. Finally during our annual retreat late in Jan.
uary he began all right but about the fourth day he had to give
up
public regularity. Things'went from bad to worse until early in Feb.
ruary I insisted that he go back to the Hospital. He went and at
the time I noticed that his disposition was different. He seemed
to be discouraged. At first the doctors said that they were only
building him up and it would not be long until he would be able
to
go hime. I had had to cancel a departure from St. Louis to begin
my trip to China owing to Father Levan's funeral. I set another day
to leave - February 17th, Blessed Clet's Day. I was going to put
the trip under his protection. That morning I went downtown and
bought my ticket for Kansas City and then went to the hospital
to
say goodbye to Father Musson.
when I arrived there the nurse told me that, before going
in to see Father Musson, the doctor had said that he heard that I
was coming over to the hospital to see Father Musson before going
to China and that he wanted me to get the information that he wanted
to see me before I left town. He was then in with Father Musson.
When he came out, before going in myself, I saw the doctor. He said
that he was satisfied from the tests made that Father Musson now
had
cancer of the stomach but that he had not had the courage to tell

him. Instead, he had told him that he had an ulcer of the stomach.
What the doctor wanted me to do was to find out whether Father IMusson wanted an operation and he asked me to find it out for him. I
told him that first, I was going to tell Father Musson what the had
and, second, that I was going to advise against the operation. I
could use my own judgment but, if Father wanted the: operation he
would be willing to do his best though what the best would be was
very problematical.

I went in. "Well, did you hear the bad news?"

was the way he greeted me. "I did, Father, but I do not think that
you have." "Why the doctor told me that I have an ulcer of theasto.
mach", he said. "That is not half the truth," I said; "you have a
cancer of the stomach and the doctor wants to know whether you want
an operation". He said that he would leave it to his superior and

asked me what I would decide. I advised against it. "But while
there is life there is hope" was his reply. "Well, if that is the
way you feel you have permission to have the operation but you must
decide it yourself this time. The last time I decided for you to
have it which was: different than I would have decided even then for
myself. But now I will not decide at all". So he decided to have
the operation.
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I told him, then, that I had intended to leave St. Louis
that night for Kansas City to start west to the boat and China but
that since he had decided that way I would turn in my railroad tick.
et which I did. On February 18th he had a blood transfusion from
Father Tom Schmucker and on the morning of the 19th he went to the

operating room at eight o'clock. The doctor opened him up, saw the
condition and simply sewed him up again. He had not only. cancer of
the stomach but the entire abdominal cavity was one mass of cancer
in practically every organ, when he came down he was anointed at
once. I saw him during the day but he was not entirely out of the
anaesthetic until evening. Before supper I went in to see him and
he was feeling "fine" he said. I had warned him, trying to get him
to receive Viaticum before the operation, that he might not survive
the operation. Then when he saw me in the evening he felt that I
had been a flase alarm. Father Barr had told me during the day that
I should tell him the full truth so that he could prepare for death
which, the doctor said, could not be many days off.
The nurse went out of the room.

I said: 'Father I feel

that I should tell you just what happened this morning. lou were

anointed when you came from the operating room". "Was I? I did
not think I was that bad". "And in the operation all the doctor
did was open you up, see the condition and sew you up again. There
was nothing he or any doctor could do.

You are just one mass of

cancer all over inside.

And he says that it can be, at most, but
a matter of a few days until it will all be over." 'My, my, my,
I can see myself dead already', he said and you know how his eyes
used to open up when he was surprised. "You are not afraid to die,
are you?* I asked. "No, except for the natural fear of death" was
his answer. 'Well you told me this morning that you are leaving
yourself in God's kands and now He is telling you what He wants"
I said. "Blessed be the Holy Will of God" was his act of acceptance. Of course it took him a while to adjust himself to that so

I went down to supper. After supper I went back and said: "Father,

I told you that you were anointed. But Father Lane did not give
you the Last Blessing so I am going to give it to you now and then

you will be ready whenever the Lord sees fit to take you". I did
and he answered the prayers himself and when it was all finished he
thanked me,
then he took a notion that he wanted me at the Hospital
so for the following thirteen days I spent every night there and
a considerable part of the day very often. There was nothing but

a gradukl weakening. The doctor had seen that the outlet from the
stomach had recently closed entirely and that he could not take any
more nourishment. He began to die on Iignday morning and died at
two in the afternoon. I was reciting the prayers for the dying at
the time as I had been doing frequently all through the morning.

There was no struggle;he had been speechless but conscious during
the morning but from about noon he was in a coma. As I was saying
the prayer: "Go forth, Christian soul, " he stopped breathing. Fr.
Hueber, in his Perryville sermon, said that even in death he was
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obedient to the voice of authority.
First? we had a St. Louis funeral here at St. Vincent's.
We made it a dlocesan event. Father Joe Collins was the celebrant
of the mass, Father Tom O'Reilly, the deacon and Father James Mur.
ray, Pastor of Sacred Heart, the subdeacon. Father Lloyd preached.
Both the Archbishop and Bishop Winkelmann were present and there
were about seventy priests in attendance. Father Tucker supplied
a diocesan clergy choir. That was on Wednesday, March 4th. On
Friday we had the funeral at Perryville. Of course "Manny" Bey
was the undertaker. Several of the St. Louis diocesan clergy were
there and all the seculars from the country places around. In all
again we had about seventy-five priests present. I said the mass,
Father Barr was deacon and Father Cronin, subdeacon. Father Tom
Finney begged out of taking part as he was not well. We buried
Father Musson next to Father Barnwell.
I stayed down there for a couple of days and when I left

there I was really lonesome. I miss "Pa" more, I think, than I
would miss anyone else in the entire province. More than the

passing of Father Levan his death, it seems to men is a distinct

break with the past. A new generation seems to me to be now in
full charge of the affairs; his quiet, persuasive, subduing tone
is going to be seriously missed and by none more than by me.
For the present I do not intend to apply for a procurator.
The appointment might necessitate several changes and the summer
will be the best time to do that. The same for the consultors I

am inclined to think. The provincial organization has been hard
hit in the past month. Hence the cancellation of my visit to China.

There is something almost wierd about my going to China.
Ever since my deciding to go I have been praying - not for safety
for personally I prefer to leave that in the Hands of God - but

that if I am not to be in office long enough to make the trip worth

its cost to the Community I would be prevented from going. I had
just written that to Father Dunker in China and he had just about

received my letter when he received the cable: "Levan dead, Musson

dying. Provincial disorganization prevents trip."

I think he must

have concluded that it was prevented with a vengeance. But, besides,
I scheduled a sailing for Oct. 8th; I was too busy to get away then.
I scheduled a sailing for Nov. 22nd; I was in an auto wreck in La.

in which two people in the other car were killed and, while the doctor could find nothing seriously wrong with me, he so strongly op.

posed my going to China so soon because of the possibility of later

complications that I cancelled that reservation. Then I scheduled
March 3rd. I planned on leaving St. Louis on Feb. 12th; Father Levan
died and I had to change my plans. Then I selected Feb. 17th for the
time of my departure and the rest of the story is told above. I am
now putting it off at least until Fall and - well, I don't know but
I have a suspicion, somehow, that it will be longer even than that.

g
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VWell, Most Honored Fatherl I think I have detained you
long enough. i thought that you would, however, wish to learn the
details of the entire wiping out of the old provincial council to
which you used to belong. I guess this letter indicates that I
am lonesome; well, I frankly am.
Father Gorrell continues on the serious sick list and
Father Wilson, Father Koeper, Father Thorpe, Father McCarthy Father Ponet and Brother Conrad. I do not recall any more at this
time. Father Malloy is back at work. Just now he is giving the
Marillac retreat.
Father Tom Lilley, too, is another. He had to be relieved
inLa Salle. Father Charles Connor is acting pastor and locum te
nens. He is doing well, too, it seems. Father Corcoran was recovered pretty entirely and has gone: to Los Angeles College to take
Father Levan's place. I am not yet asking for the filling of any
of these vacances. Father Foulkes is chaplain of St. Vincent's
Sanitarium and the doctors here are treating his tongue. They removed part of the growth on his tongue and itwas, quite successful.
Later they intend to remove the rest of it. So far they say that
ithad not developed into a malignant type of cancer but itwould
have rather soon. He had, you will recall, at different times, two
such operations on his lips.
Father McCabe has left Winthrop Harbor and is not down
here with us. He is the Director of the Missions not to go on the
road himself but to stay here and direct them. I gave him a request, inhis appointment, to have sufficient missions scheduled
by Sept., 1938 to keep at least three bands decently busy. "The
greatest move made in the province in a generation' he has been
quoted to me as having said. He left Winthrop Harbor in good dispositions and there was absolutely no Involvements financially.
1 cannot recall any more provincial news. DePaul arrangements are working beautifully. Father Otea is a grand success at
Perryville and the student body is entirely changed. I do not think
that there will be any more serious trouble though, it seems, there
may be the possibility of some looking for permission to quit even
yet. But the action so far taken has produced excellent results.
Asking, again, your blessing and a remembrance at the Tombs
of our Sainted and Beatified, which I need more than ever now, I
remain
Respectfully and devotedly yours in St. Vincent,
dCY4I4
a7&

~4DY
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Most Honored Fathers
Your blessing ifyou please.
I am going to try to make this letter short as there
is little news since I wrote to you last a few days ago and I
know that you are busy.
The first matter isnames recently passed on by the
present consultors for two more consultors since Fathers DMus.
son's and Ievan's deaths leave two vacancies in the Provincial
Councial. I am submitting the names of Father Martin Moore and
Father John Overberg. Father Moore, as you know, is superior
at DePaul and this appointment will represent the educational
work in the councial and Father Overberg, being pastor of St.
VTincent's here will represent the parish workers. The consuitors approve unanimously and had no other names to consider
when I submitted these two. For the present I am not submit..
ting the name for provincial procurator which office, too, is
vacant since Father Mussons death.

''

A4& 4,c

The, other matter is that of a postulant for the
brotherhood. Father Brennan has been developing that branch
of the community down at Perryville and has been having some
success. There is one postulant there now about whom I am
told I must write you for permission to receive him. He is
quite satisfactory in every way. His name is John Coughlin.
He was born here in St. Vincent's Parish on Feb. 4, 1902 and
was a postulant for the Carmelite brotherhood for 6 months;
Then he was on the Carmelite novitiate for the brotherhood
for 3 months. He left there then because of his mother's
ill health. Now he feels that he can continue. According to
the Visitor's rules - Chapter 5, section 4, number 9 - I am
obliged to refer the matter to you. I hereby do this. I
am told that actual profession would make it necessary to refer
the matter to Rome but that entering the novitiate is not profession in that sense. But that matter you know better than I.
I shall be sending the financial statements of the
various houses soon but I am not able to make out one for the
Province itself as Father Musson did not have itready and I
am not familiar enough with the books in the short time that
I have had them to do so. I hope you will excuse me for this
year.
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Father Thorpe died yesterday of heart trouble in
haco. May the Lord have mercy on him. He. will be buried in
Dallas on Saturday. He has been visibly failing for some time,
This is the fourth for this year and they have been almost to
the day three weeks apart. Now I am urgently requested to get
another chaplain for the Daughters at Waco. I will do so as
soon as I can but itmay be buimer before I can do it. In the
meantime they will be taken care of locally.
This is all at the time. I hope that this finds
you well., am keeping well though I have been suffering
from a seJ'so long that many are urging me to go to the De
Paul. But it is gradually clearing up and as the weather is
turning nice now I think I shall soon be all right. With Fr.
Musson's work as well as my own I am kept occupied but am do.
ing both duties in somewhat of an emergency manner. I want,
however, to get the books in good shape as possible for the
new procurator. Father Musson tept them up but inhis own
way and because I was pretty close to him I can understand
them but a new confrere would have his difficulties. Father
Mvusson was not one to realize that he was so near death and
did not leave things, consequently, ina condition for anyone to step in and carry on unless he was familiar with Father
Musson's. way. I was fairly well so myself but no one else
was. All the data is there but it is there as he left it at
his. going to the Hospital for a few days as he thoughtand in
such manner that he could get things lined up when he came
back in a week or sao.
With best wishes to you and to Father Combaluzier
and again asking your blessing I remain
Respectfully and devotedly yours in-St. Vincent,

il
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Most Honored Father:
Your blessing if you please!
I have quite a few, topics to write of at this time
of the year. I will try to make it as orderly a request as I
am able to save you aome valuable time.
Miraculous Medal leaflets:
Father Joseph Finney gets so many requests for the
Faculties to enroll on the Miraculous Medal and I get so many,
too, and often ask him'for copies- of the Faculties that he has
asked me, when I am writing to you, to ask for further copies:.
Will you please send-2000 copies and put the amount of the ofitcia
ement He will recompense me when
fering on the Provirr m ea
I receive the statement.

pG

ProvinciaProcurat':
1aB
Fnney
d mIpesenting the name of Father Tn
office
the
for
consultors
Provincial
of
the
with the approval
of Provincial Procurator in the place of Father Musson. I am
somewhat inclined to think that his appointment is not what
the "junior council" would naturally suggest but I think the
appointment a good one. For one thing, as you know, Father
Tom is not an easy man to place owing to the fact that he is
not a teacher nor a public talker and his time wi 1
his esent dut next year. On the ot er hand, he knows
or ofnanc
o
fhe province and the detail of all
a
the
matters and is acquainted with the financial men in the banks,
etc. better than anyone else. There ismore made of the duty
really than I believe itdeserves for Father Musson had more
freedom inmoney matters than any successor is going to have.
Henceforth the Procurator will be more in the, nature of a bookkeeper and all transactic
Coun il. This wa no always the case. Itwill be easy to do
it now for I myself have been the acting Procurator since Mark
when Father Yusson died and, too, I had the duty for eight months
a couple of years ago when he was in the Hospital. As you no
doubt know there is some criticism of the "Finney financial regime" and I would like to see Father Tom given a chance to be
justified, as I feel sure he will do, in the handling of the
future finances of the Province.
Iiay I add a word about the finances. Since I came
into office Father 1usson and I paid off $60 000.00 of the principal of the debt and about $36,000.00 in interest as well. We
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I am again asking for the dispensation so that if

around Christmas
will be here when the time comes perhaps
I have given all the information now asked.

not before.

I hope

Mr.
Too, I am sending many documents regarding Rev.
for dispensation from
Fo who isaskin of his own suggestion
I do not think I need
o
^s othe_ Su
he matter as the documents will tell the
tin
commenfrthe
but which came to you atstory which you may have forgotten
his vows for Mr.
tention before. I have a dispensation from
not been able to use
Foy which you sent me but which I have

Orders. The Proowing to the fact of his being in Major
I, the granting of this

vincial Council approves, as well as
I have given all that I
dispensation. I do not know whether
willing
should in this case; if not, I will, of course, be own
brief
In my
to do anything else that may be necessary.
I did not know just how to address it so I left sufficient
necessary.
blank space at the beginning for you-to do so if it is
a superior
Later in the summer I intend to apply for
as I think that I am
at LaSalle and, probably, for this house
establish traditions of a
superior here sufficiently long to
which was one of the
seperation of parish and house finances
chief reasons that I wanted to have the office. I may also
some of the next
at the same time ask for a dispensation for
at the end
year third year theologians to be ordained priests

of third year theology.

If I decide to do that I would like

giving
to have the dispensation before saying anything and
so I
them plenty of time to get ready for ordination, too,
the coming scholastic
would want the dispensation as early in
Bishop Misner is begging
year as possible. The reason is thattheologians;
he wanted them
me to send over ordained third year
when he mentioned it.
this year but it was too late in the year
their full course
He says that? thus, when they have finished
language sufficiently to bethey will already have learned the
what are the chances of the
gin work at once. I am wondering
granting of such a dispensation.
hope that
This has taken sufficient of your time. I
The three offices
it finds you well. I am well, thank God.
agrees
of local superior, visitor and provincial procurator
feel I
will
I
of them
with me apparently. When I give up two
be glad
have nothing to do. When the ten years are up I will
Again asking your
to give up the third or before if 'you wish.
remain
blessing and with sincere best wishes I
Respectfully and devotedly yours in St. Vincent,
"
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and the Cape bills pretty well
Perryville
kept
have
likewise
was about $20:ooo.00 behind.
Perryville
1932
in
though
paid
$2,4 1500 .00, in loans.
This leaves our present indebtedness
a couple of years ago and we
Mrs. Kulagel as you know, died
our portion of her gift.
are now in the process:of receiving
pay off all our indebtedness
then it is received we intend to
left except the obligation to
and while we may not have much
for her we will be entirely
say a certain number of masses
the first time since I
free from obligations to banks for for this reason that I am
is
have been in the community. It
In that condition and under
Finney.
Father
for
ask
to
inclined
inclined to take any financial
the circumstance that I am not
very satisfactory. However,
chances I feel that he will be
would not take it amiss.

if this choice is not acceptable I
S rior i

o

e

the name of Father Francis
approval of the Consultors
Corcorn He has the enthusiastic
Well, that was
n.7certainly, of'the Bishop. Surprised?

in fact. That is the reathere,
out
him
sent
I
when
my idea
Provincial Council. h
the
or
P
condider6
not
was
he
that
son
the letter that the
think that I told you that I had answered
a couple of years ago. I
here:
were
you
when
you
wrote
Bishop
at a far move satisfactory
then went out there and we arrived
to do it I had to talk very
nderstading than ever before but
ever since. Then I sent Father
kind
very
been.
has
He
plainly.
Father Levan who wanted
Levan there it was partly to satisfy partly to please the Bishop
and
to get back into a superiorship
of his Seminary. then
who wanted a Doctor for the superior and the rest of the dioceFather Levan - with whom the Bishop- died I just happened to have
san authorities were well pleased
DePaul and at that stage
Father Corcoran resting after leaving restless so I sent him
of his rest cure where he was getting pleased than ever.
out there. The Bishop is now better
to is to try to get
only thing that Father Corcoran inclines

thinki that with him out there
the Major Seminary for us and I
cons der us more than ever
to
inclined
feel
will
the Bishop
to us Doctor Corcoran
with the realization that if he givesit
Consequently I hope

Rector.
can drop right into place as its him to this duty. LaSalle
that you will approve and appoint
ready to ask for an appointment
is still vacant but I am not yetreturn there however.
there. Father Lilley will not
Dispensationst
the information
Under separate cover I am sending
Tonsure. Then
a cndiacfr
InCo
iari
reg
requested
furt er inorrii
I received your letter regarding
his
not get to the matter before
have
busy that I felt that I could
would
he
I told him that
class would be called to Orders so
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Most Honored Fathers
Your blessing if you please?
I am clearing up my desk this afternoon preparatory to my
start this evening for Los Angeles where I am to be present at
the conferring of the Pallium on the New Archbishop Of LoB Angeles

as we have now Archbishop Cantwell out there. Mrs. Doheny will

entertain in honor of the Apostolic Delegate on Dee. 2hid and the
church ceremony will be on Dec. 3rd. I hope to spend Thanksgiving
with Father Renler who is improving from an attack of active T'. Be
in the throat and lungs inEl Paso. We have no official word yet
regarding the major seminary there but things indicate our being
in favor in the matter.

7
Z

I had a provincial council yesterday and there are some few

things to present to you. First Father James 1urra isapproved
for the vacant superiorship of st.
Second, I am enclosing three
a

'eor dis ensoow

1
't . bur at
ifom students at Pe1 le
o.

The

)

Q

owingTh'i house council at Perryvileiiinnimously approve their
request. One of them, Mr. Gaughan, is quitting of his own initi-

ative. He has been unsatisfactory inmany ways and has already
merited to be held back from minor orders and to be put back one
year in his course. He probably only acted more quickly than the

authorities. The other two were told by me that the house council
had informed me that they intended never to approve them for ordi.
nation and then the students were told they were informed that I
had no reason for dismissing them. and that they could stay In the
Community if they so decided but that their standing would be that
of students for the rest of their lives. They decided not to take
that alternative.

My intention had been to try to get some reduction In the
board at the International House as it had not been lowered after
the cutting of our dollar and the rate was quite high but now the
cut inthe Italian money fixes that as good as can be expected if
the board is not raised accordingly again. If such should be done
I cannot afford to Bend over all that should be sent for the needs
of the Province. But "we shall see" what will happen now.
I received your communication regarding Father Osthoff. At

this time I do not see just what I can do about it. Sometimes, as
you know better than I, the best thing is see what will happen.
The consultors also: decided in favor of Father Guyot's going
next summer to Palestine and other places connected with his biblical studies.
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Father McCabe has
Winthrop Harbor isstill inexistence.
time ago I moved him to St.
some
fact
in
there
living
not. been
few retreats and some missions.
a
quite
giving
been
has
he
Louis and
twenty-six lots
offered
are
We
now.
right
NEt here isthe status
on condition that the Congregainthe village of Winthrop Harbor a chapel inwhich mass will be
tion of the Mission build thereon
Of course, the Cardiconvenience.
people's
the
for
regularly
said
this and I have not asked him
for
needed
be
will
permission
nal's
yours before accepting ifheup
yet but would do so as well as ask verbally
to give us a parish
should give his. He has promised
e
tre
house
a
establish
we
when
there
but he
Catholics there could not support a parish
at present, the
location has prospects.
to erect this chapel and
$40,00000
offered
are
We
Second.
no obligation L o
carries
offer
The
property.
this
on
a residence
a1
7; 4 ,a
our part toward the donor of the money.
of land with about J mile
acres
200
offered
are
We
Third.
on our part. We will not
obligation
any
without
it
on
of Lake shore
the man who owns it and
until
it
to
title
clear
a
have
to
be able
mortgage off but we are not,
this
cleared
has
it
on
mortgage
a
has
inany way, assuming the mortgage.
sign nothing promise nothing
Inall the above we are asked to say mass inthe first gift.
to
and give nothing except the promise
up in the provincial council.
Yesterday I brought the matter all
rest approved of
the
but
it
about
Father Barr has misgivings Father Barr joined - on condition that
the offer - and inagreement
of the DePaul Law
Dean
the
of
approval
legal
the
the matter has
o.k's, itthe next step
he
If
lawyer.
experienced
an
School who is
his permission I
grants
he
If
Cardinal.
the
would be to approach
you now so that you may
will cable you. Consequently, I aminwriting
a cable. The reason for the
give
have more facts than I could men
deal of property in
good
a
have
interested
the
offer isteiat
and they will be betdevelop
to
intend
they
that
that neighborhood
there isa Catholic institu..
that
say
can
they
when
so
do
ter able to
isseveral miles away
church
nearest
the
Now
vicinity.
tion inthe
Catholics whom for business
which makes it impossible to interest
will make back more than
they
say
They
favor.
reason the developers
where we can get in
see
to
hard
is
it
Anyhow,
us.
they are giving above offers.
trouble inthe
Hoping
for you over
election and
tombs of our
remain

quiet down
that this finds you well and that politics
here now since the
there as they have done entirely
prayers at the
again asking your blessing and your and blessed ones I
Holy Founder and our other sainted
St Vincent,
Respectfully and devotedly yours in
°m
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May 28, 193 .

Most Honored Father:
Your blessing if you please!
It has been some time since I wrote you but there has been

Slittle to write of. However, before: I forget it the Provincial
Council approved some time ago the sending of Father Martin O'MalI forChurch i
so
ley to Germany to stu met
f not, but I
o
get whether I wrote ou or permissio
i may seem strange to do so now
think I did I ask itnow.
for he is sailing early in June. I am sorry if it looks like pre.

sumptioni on my part. 'DePaulUniversity is thinking of sending

Father Case to Oxfbrd for the coming year. As you know it is very

helpful for our schools to have members of the Faculty degreed in
foreign universities. May he have permission to go if DePaul can
see their way to financing it please? I think that this is all
the permissions I need for the present.
As you will remember perhaps I wrote for a dispensation for
The
a Mr. McCoy, a student at Perryville , to receive Tonsure.
dispensation was from the irregularity of having a non-Catholic
parent and his own first Protestant baptism. The request over a
year ago came back with a request for further information and it
specified what they wanted. In September I sent you that at the
same time that I sent the final request for Mr. Foy's dispensation
from the obligations of the Subdeaconate. The second dispensation
came in regular time but nothing has yet been heard from the McCoy
request. I wonder what can be the delay. Mr. McCoy is quite up-

set over it.
Ve have begun to refinance the Perryville loan. You may re-.
call the present loan was negotiated in your time here. We are now
'-iain
e~e
taking out a new one at 4% for 15 years. Our finances
better condition now than they have been in a long time. As you may
remember Mrs. Kulage died about two years ago or it may be three.
She left us a goodly amount - half for masses and half for the mis
sions. We have not yet got nearly all of it but as we get the mass
part we are using it to pay our indebtedness instead of investing

it and thus losing it in another depression and saying the masses

with the money that we would be paying interest with. We would have
to pay the interest anyhow and could easily lose the capital for
the masses and have to say them anyhow. It has happened thus in
the matter of the Backer masses. It will not happen in the Kulage
ones. Money spent to pay our debts is invested 100% and depressiao
cannot depreciate the investment.

R
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January 24, 1937.
Most Honored Father:

Your blessing ifyou please;

U
"-~-

This is,f;rst, to acknowledge the masses and offices I
received lately. I had, I think enough offices but I need
and twenti -fY.
more masses -. t4t Qf Blessed leter-_Ren
It takes a 00 many more than I-tought
*
of Blessed
to go around to the houses that have many masses going on at
houses
the same time and, too, I have sent them to the Sisters'
be
these
where we act as chaplains. But I have not - nor will
where
enough either - to send them to the houses of the Sisters Father
we do not so act and they are, as you know, a good many.
Cronin. said that he had ordered some a good while ago through
Father Combaluzier and he had been told that he could getbuthisI
masses from me. WNell, ifhe does I will need many more
do not know how many he ordered and he isnow on his way to
Puerto Rico and I am not able to find out.
I wish to acknowledge, too, the dispensations that came
lately. I have given them all out and my desk isnow cleanedI
up in that matter. I hope it stays that wpy for some time.
am wondering why the delay in the case of Mr. McCoy. Allthehe
asked for was a dispensation to receive Tonsure. I sent
first request to you inJune. Rome sent back to you for more
information. InSeptember I sent what I thought was all they
wanted. I have heard nothing since. That is the more strange
since Mr. Foy's request went through so quickly and so easily.
Father O'Brien died, as you may know by this time, of
pneumonia. He was always afraid of it.On Christmas he wentwas
'to visit his sister after the Christmas work was done. He bed
feeling so bad that she sent for the doctor who put him to The
right there. He lasted about a week and a half with it. try
rest of the province isabout as usual. I had intended to
a trip to China this spring but felt that I had better put it
many
off until Fall now when things will be inbetter shape into
ways. Your letter just came but I have not yet had time giving
look at it. Suffrages are so. high right now that we are
the confreres the month of February free from community inten.
tions.

Hoping: this finds you well, asking a remembrance to Father
Combaluzier and asking again your blessing I remain
Respectfully and devotedly yours inSt. Vincent,
9
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Most Honored Father:
Your blessing if you pleaser
I received your letter yesterday. I will take up various
parts of it in my own order. First about the Father O'Malley matter. I know I was at fault in the matter of not corresponding in
the matter with you.

There happened to be a good many things to

attend to when the matter first passed the Provincial Council be.

fore Christmas. Then I thought that I had a good long time to attend to it and in my delay time passed before I realized it. I

am not telling this in justification of myself but merely as a
fact. I am sorry and will be more careful in the future. So
much for your being the last to be told of his going to Europe
officially.
Yow as to the Sabbatical year. When the matter was first
mentioned to me I said that I thought that it would be a good
idea and that I believed that the Province could stand the ex.
pense and that, too, it would give added *eight to Father O'Malley
as the Professor of Church History and be a good thing for Kenrick
but that it was in no% way to be considered as connected with the
coming Silver Jubilee celebration. It was merely an accident that
we were in a position to send Father O'Malley this coming year for

I had one to replace him sufficiently for a year but that it was
not to be considered A SABBATICAL YEAR IN THE USUAL MEANING OF THE
TERM. And at no time in my letter to him nor inmy conversation

with him or any one else nor in any public remarks or statement to

anyone did I ever personally or officially connect the fact ofihis

going to Europe with his silver jubilee or with the sabbatical year
idea.
I did not want it and agree with all you say in your letter

about the introduction of such a custom. Indeed, a few times I did
take occasion to protest against the use of the term. That it was

used by the secular clergy, by the press, by externs and even by
confreres sometimes and, perhaps, by sisters I cannot help but I

assure you that there is nothing on record officially in favor of

this being a sabbatical year granted to Father O'Malley nor that
his trip has any connection with his silver jubilee. And the same
holds for Father Case.DePaul has been wanting to send him for some
years but this is the first time that the opportunity has presented
itself. I hope that the permission will be granted to him. But I
do not feel that I am so much to blame in his case as it was just
officially decided at DePaul lately though for some time gossip has
had it that he is going. It means simply that someone talked out
of turn before the official decision was reached. Until it wasl
could not ask you.
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Since 1932 we will, in September, have reduced our indebtedness to banks about $187,000.00. And it looks like we will have
a total provincial indebtedness of about $118,000.00. In a year
or so more if things continue well it should be down below, anyhow,
$100,000.00.

That is still too much to suit me but it is good in

comparison to what it used to be.

And, too, the rate of interest

will be for the most part 4% for a good many years. But that is
about all that I have been able to do as Visitor. We have done
no building and opened no institutions. Of course, we have seen
a beginning of the motor missions. They are going stronger this
summer than ever. But I have discouraged employing only our own

in the work. I feel that if the work is to be permanent the
dio-

cesan clergy bust get behind it and work themselves into a position
where we can turn the work over to those who are assigned to rural
parishes to devote themselves to it during the days of the week

when their parochial work is negligible. We are merely scratching
the surface otherwise. I feel that our work consists rather in

going into a diocese, showing the results of the work teaching
members of the local clergy assigned by the ordinary the technique
as we gain it from experience and then go on to another diocese.
This year we are working in St. Louis Archdiocese and in the
Dio.
ceses of St. Joseph, Springfield$ 111. and Lincoln. Others want
us as soon as we can get to it. St. Joseph is adding two seculars
and two Benedictines; Springfield, two seculars and St. Louis
is
giving several subdeacons from Kenrick. So the work seems
to be
taking root in certain dioceses.
I have written somewhat at
length about these two matters for I feel from your annual letter

that you are interested in the latter subject.

I will not delay you longer. I hope that you are well and
that the political situation is not disturbing you too much. We
have our troubles over here and it is hard right now to say how
they will turn out.
Roosevelt is by no means as popular as he
was in November.
Things look to be gradually getting out of his
control. He threatened to be very strong as he dominated Congress
during his first term and, apparently, laid plans to control
the
Supreme Court. Right now Congress is slipping out of his
power
and it looks like instead of controling the other two branches of
government he is going to lose control of the Congress even. I
think such a happening will be the beginning of better and
safer

times.

Again asking your blessing and with best wishes and asking
a
remembrance to Father Combaluzier I remain
Devotedly, respectfully and obediently yours in St.
V.,

J
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There is one other matter in your recent letter that I did
not take up above. In connection with where Father O'Malley would
study as nearly as I can recall the conversation it ran something
like this:

"About my studying in Germany do you approve of it in view
of the unsettled conditions there?"
( I did not think that
there could be any question of orthodoxy of German teachers of
Church History and I am sure that he did not think so either for

it seems over here that the German Catholics are held in very high
esteem.)
I replied: "You know far more about things connected with
Church History than I do and as for the danger I am not inclined
to give that 'much consideration because an American passport ought
to mean a good deal and one can't be bothered too much worrying

about danger anyhow." Then I added:" But wait until you get over
there and see how things ale and take it up with Father Souvay."
I do not think that the Holy Father would object to that attitude.
So I hope that this official explanation will be satisfactory.
It may be different from what has been communicated to you but you

are in a position to know that "outside council reports and rumors"
are quite unreliable. I know that I gave the chance to others to
send over their reports before I communicated with you officially;
that was my fault. But the delay is the one fault in the matter I

think.
No doubt you know that Father Paul Schulte has been named
Bishop of Leavenworth. His consecration will be at the Old Cath.
edral on Sept. 21 by Archbishop Glennon and his installation on
Sept. 29.
Bishop Misner is here from China. Considering all the
reports that I had of his nervousness and grey hair I find him in

remarkably good condition and few grey hairs. He expects to go
back in early October. I would like to go in November but in view
of all the obstacles I met the last time I thought of it I am not

yet planning it seriously. Father Lynn and Fred Lewis have returned
home for good. Father Bereswill is here at present but, I think) is
going back with the Bishop who also is taking two of the ordinands
of this year. The Bishop would like to take Father William Ward
back with him for some months at least to get the atmosphere of, as
the Bishop says, "our new China at peace" as he would like Father
Ward to establish a permanent collecting organization of some kind
here at home for financial aid of a permanent and organized nature.
Personally I would be willing to let Father Ward see what he can do.
With best wishes and again asking your blessing I remain
Devotedly and respectfully yours in St. V.,

V.fi-
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Then as to Father.Conroy and Father Winne. I know that it
means a short time in these parts but the way they feel is that
the opportunity presented itself and as, very probably, they would
never have a better opportunity, poor though this may bey they are
inclined to take even this poor one rather than never have any op.
portunity at all. At least they will have the satisfaction of a

sight of something connected with those places which to one who
has seen much of them will seem not worth the trouble, time and
trip but to one who will very probably never have a better chance

I think it is quite another thing. Thank you for the permission
and for the permission cabled to Father Dillon.

Father Tom Finney's time is up at the Preparatory here. A
few minutes before he started for New York to sail for Ireland I
saw Archbishop Glennon and asked him if he had any suggestions to
offer regarding Father Finney's successor. Immediately he named
Father Nuelle as being very acceptable. In the course of further
conversation he made it clear that he would be quite pleased to
have this appointment. On June 26 I called a provincial council
to consider a successor for Father Finney and when I related the
conversation with His Excellency the consultors thought that since
Father Nuelle is available there was only one proper thing to do

and that is to 6ffer Father Nuelle's name to you for appointment
as superior of the St. Louis Preparatory Seminary. This I do in
this letter now. I am sure that I do not need to go into details
in the matter. Father Nuelle was always quite acceptable to Archbishop Glennon and, I think, made a good impression as superior in
his former term and there is no reason to think that he will do
anything else this time. So I am submitting his name to you if it

seems good to you and the Assistants.
There is one more item. Archbishop Cantwell is getting
ready to build a new major seminary and has told Father Corcoran
that when it is finished he will expect the Vincentian Fathers to
be ready to give him help. On other good authority I have it that
he has expressed surprise) to one of his own priests who asked him
who was to teach in the seminary and have charge of it. "Why the
Vincentian Fathers of course! Who else would?" He is out of Los
Angeles right now but I intend to write him soon as Father Corcoran
says that what he has told me is sufficient reason for my opening
up the question with His Excellency. I would prefer to do it in
writing first so that by his replying by letter I will have something in writing to fall back on. Now for the question to you. I
have the approval of the provincial council to accept the seminary
if and when it is offered. May I have your permission to accept
it as another house of the province?
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Yourblessing ifYou please:
To reply' first, to. your request about Father Hueber's in.
tended visit, i approve of your granting it. He consulted me about itand I told him to send me his letter to you so that I could
indicate thereon my approval. Intrue Stephen Paul fashion he had
to misunderstand. I am sorry for the inconvenience. it causes you.

He is now fifty years a priest and deserves well of the Little Coom
pany.

I left the hospital two weeks ago after three months there.
My discharge is temporary as I begged out-fer there were things to
be done. I had to promise: to go back at the: first indication of
trouble. I have now finished eight months since this attack of intestinal trouble started. I am told it isuseless to talk of operation and that the condition is chronic. when not acute and must be
so accepted. Besides., I did not satisfy them inridding myself of
certain heart symptoms and of a nervous condition. I did not know
I had any nerves but the doctor insists that nerves have other symp.
toms besides: physical evidence. To meet confreres isa trial.
Now as to my request to be relieved of my duty. I feel so
entirely weary that it isdifficult, even apart from the physical
ailments, to get up the courage to carry on and to take up the work.
that must be done. Yet it Isa time when the Province needs one
at the head with initiative and leadership and enthusiasm. I have
not for months been fitted to do any traveling and meet Ordinaries
nor am I yet. But I intend to try the more pressing visiting soon
ifI am allowed to be out of the hospital long enough. I do not mean
that I am permanently disabled for everything but there will be a
good many duties that I can fill later but certainly the. Vlsltorship
should not be left more or less vacant until that time.
You were inthe Province when
So to the name you ask f'or'.
I was appointed. .I never did think that I should have been named
as far as I was concerned, I am going to name one who was then
somewhat mentioned and very severely opposed by certain confreres.
I do not know iftha pposition was then justified. Perhaps It
would be repeatedaps not now but I feel that Itwould be
entirely unjustified now. If itwere justified then the confrere
has changed as, I think, I know him now better than I did six years
I r'
ence" to is
ago. The confrere whose name I iv
representative.
He
is
He has personali y, initia ive, originality.
But what ismore important as I know him I think that he has the
good of the Congregation at heart above all else. He labors for
the community's good and interest. Often I have, admired his obedience
and humility as evidenceiin twice gracefully stepping out of super.
iorships and into the ranks of the ordinary confreres. Inmy own
-
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case when his time. wasp up InLas Ange3les I not onlyr put him down
but into an entirely new field of work for I felt that he had tal.
ent of parish work and I needed new' men in that work. I brought him

on to Kansas.City as an assistant:. in the parish there. Some rein
garded the assignment as a rebuke and as implying that he had been
a failure in school work as well as inexercising authority.
He
knew that. Yet he came on pleasantly and gave himself to his new
and unfamiliar work whole-heartedly. Later I had him named superior
.there. He has been successful inthe mind of those confreres who
know anything of his work there in the mind of the Bishop who gives
him plenty of outside- work, in the minds of the local clergy and in
the minds of the people and religious.

it has been alleged that he isdominated by Father Sweeney.
I do not believe that there isever any contact between the two con..
freres at all. It is true that Father Sweeney tried to start some
movement just before my appointment in favor of Father Winne but it
is the method that should be condemned, not his Judgment. All that
Father Sweeney succeeded in doing was in prejudicing confreres against
Father Winne. This some of these very confreres have admitted to me
adding that as far as Father Winne was concerned thay did not know
him well enough to form an opinion.
And, in passing, I think it
but fair to remark that Father Sweeney himself, now teaching at De
Paul University, is giving satisfaction in every way both as a community worker and as a confrere.
You asked for only one name. May I, presumetg~ dd another?
I do not favor him so much. He is yoinger. He wac1d be' hderi
replace in his present assignment. That its Fathe rO0'Cannell. the
President of DePaul. You know hi's Xenrick record better than I do
but his present work has developed him. He makes a good President
and he and Father Moore, the local Superior, get on well. His duty
has given him plenty of financial experience and experience in dealing with confreres. In a less degree than Father Winne, I think,
but still in a acceptable degree Father O'Connell has initiative.
And he is a Roman Doctor as well. As far as finances are concerned
either one, I think, would be careful for that is the disposition
they show.
I have here a letter from Father James Muyray, Superior of

St. Patrick's inLaSalle. He has asked me o rfi eyou to ask you
"to get the Blessi

of the Hol Fa

_________mmunit

and he

Paralsh on e occasion o 1 s cen enary to be celebrate about

the

middle of May; and secondly, to ask Our Most Ho
Father to send
Hs
St
M
tessinto
the: Communi' a the Prisuh"
t r.o
an' amnse messages to be readti
hurch
and to be printed in the Program Book.
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Very Rev. Father Souvay, Sup. Gen.
Maison-Mere
Paris, Fra nee.
Very Reverend and Dear Father;

Gratia Domini Nostri Jesu

Christi sit. sdper nobiscum'
It is with the deepest feelings of sorrow that I learn
that Fa ther Flavin's health will not permit him to continue
as our Visitor. The different works of the province are going
on so smoothly and all our confreres seem so happy and well
satisfied with Father Flavin's rule that I fear that it will
the
be hard to find a successor who will be so well suited for
office of Visitor.
In obedience to your request I will submit the names of
Father Micha el O'Connell, Father Daniell C5 e, and George
Father O~tinell ha s been in our house here in Chicago
for nearly six years, a nd President of De Paul University
for two and a ha If yea rs. I have noted especially his
humility, his patience and kindness in dealing with confreres
as well as externs in subordinate positions in the University,
his ability in handling educational problems,and practical
affairs of all kinds that are continually coming up in the
running of the university. Though his health is not the most
a
robust, he is comparatively young and is able to do quite
to advance the
large amount of work. His sincerity and zeal feel sure that
works of our community can not be doubted. I
he would do all that he could possibly do to advance the
interests of our province both spiritually and temporally.
I have also suggested the names of Father's Coyne and
with
George O'Malley. I ha ve never lived in the same house
either of them, and do not know them very well from personal
knowledge or observation. From report a nd some personal
knowledge, I would judge them to be good pious confreres,
zealous for the good of our community, and having good common
sense in their dealings with confreres as well as with externs.
I am sorry that I know so little about our confreres outside
until
of those who have lived here in our house in Chicago. But
I was appointed superior I was content to do my work uhder
obedience as well as I could, and never had much curiosity to
learn what wa s going on in our other houses, and made practically
no attempt to judge of the abilities of the members of our
community. Consequently, I am at a loss in attempting to suggest
a successor for Father Flavin. I am sure that the other consultors
know the confreres of our province much better than I do. I feel
a
too that of your own knowledge of our province you couldftake
better choice than I could suggest,
,
,
Your obedient confrere in St. Vincentc
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There isvary little news inthe Provine at this time. I
have one piece= of news, however, that. you will be sorry to hear. I
am sure that you must remember Millie who has worked here in the St.
Ticentts; House for so many years.. Yesterday she was found dead in
bed -at her home7 shot through the head with a revolver inher right
hand: She had a nervous breakdown some time! ago but had apparently
recovered. But itseems that itwas only apparently so. She neveTr
became a Catholic as she was married to a Catholic whose first wife
isstill living: .
The Archbishop of Los Angeles ispreparing to build his new

Major Seminary. The drive for funds isnow going on. Nothing has
been definitely said as to the faculty but rumor has it that we are
to be asked. Father Ward has no doubt of itat all. Perhaps he is
Ina position to know since he is close to the Dohenys. The flohenyr
Library, long supposed to go to Perryville, isnow largely promised,
I understand to the Archbishop for his Major Seminary Library. I
have been wanting to visit Los Angeles to call on His EXcellency but
I have not been able. I wrote him not long ago explaining my ab.
sence for over a year and wishing him success in his drive and had
a very friendly but non-committal letter inreturn. I am told that
he has invited Fathers Ward and Lavelle - one or both - to accompany
him to the Eucharistic Congress leaving shortly after Easter. To
date the. invition has not been accepted.
I hope that these liners find you well. Kindly remember me
to Father Combaluzier. Again asking your blessing I remain

Respectfully and obediently yours inSt. Vincent,
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been ina state of
But that isnot all. I have stated above that I have
anxiety has been due to
perplexity,rather should I have said an iet and that
situation as to
the fact that,due to his stubborness and self-sufficieoy,the
lessl bun led. I would
the maor s mi r inLos An eles has been almost ho
not for the presence in
not ave inserted the saving a ver amost were t
get the seminary for
Los Angeles of Father Corcoran. His Influence alonej"ill
e
e~etxW
Ex oepqQ
us Ifwe get Itat all,because I know that His oonnection
I amy add that Bishop
And inthis
i
f 1
ins
of
Yx in his seminary and
tisfied with
tulthin
w -.
has t to, tatkis
oer e ,condition
iis
Natura y I could do nothing but
hasreuested me to talk things over wi
a shrug of the shoulder
communicate the message to the Visitor. I was met with
that way. The only thing
and a complacent :"Oh,I know Bishop Lillis. He is just
Lillis and undoubtedly
to do isto ignore his moods." Perhaps he knows Bishop
Lillis said to me personally
imagines that he stands ace-high with him. But Bishop
The fact isthat for six
that he doubted whether our provincial "had good sense". of MoCabe,who have by
type
years he has been surrounded with "small men",of the
the province how amenable to
flattery gpined his confidence - it is notorious in
that he Is "astrong
flattery he is- and these small men have made him believe
to thinking confreres
and wrise" man,''hile all the while ithas been apparent
that he has been living ina fool's paradise.
utflow o roiii
Then finally,nothing has been done to t
- sixteen this year and twenty-four next year - nothing
priests fro er rv'

they imitate some
e tought of finding room for them at De Paul,where,if
u tr
before,they will soon become
of those who were sent there last year and the year
clubs,returning to the comfrequenters of,not only the theatre,but of the "night
on gossip which I have
munity house a one and two inthe morning. I base this
- if itshould be called
picked up inthe house here and from gossip inChicago
to us inthe field of country
gossip. All the while a great door has been opening
ion ". This movement has
missions,such as St.Vincent contemplated,the "Io~to enooura-ement,and ithas
gopin stite of the Visitorwho has given Itno
of
,iwe o not take itinhandit is going to slip out
reached th stge
on our part we could
our hand to our eternal disgrace. Uiith a little efffort
;lest and Southwest to
have secured small rural parishes inthe dioces of the
could be sent,and to their
serve as mission centres where many of our young men
to take up this
ceedit be itsaid they are not only willing but enthusiastic
opportunity our Visitor
work. But to meet this sitution and seize upon this
has done nothing.
before? For
You may well ask,why I have not communicated these reflection
province as a whole has
one thing,I answer,becouse itis only lately that the
"hoi pollol" haled him
begun to see things as they are. On his accession the
spoke openly of the
as a hero,IMcCabe was one of the eloquent mouth-piees,they Doctors would be
Roman
"New Deal" inthe province,the "New Deal" inwhich the
lfOr exeary
mght be lore
made to take a back-seatso itoccurred to me that it
Deal",which they have with
reasons to let them get a "belly-ful' of their "Neew
they Aish to retain. The
a vengeance - barring a fw who have nice berths which
a change.
thinking men of the province will welcome any kind of

would scarcely be justi;hat I have written would be to no purpose,indeed I
of historical interest.
fied inwriting itat all,if I did so merely as a matter
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Dear Father Souvay:

iU"February 19,1938.
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Benedictio tua si tibi pleceat.
Your communication arrived yesterday andafter giving additional thought
to the weighty matter of which it treats,I now hasten to reply. I say "additions
al thought",beause I,as well as many other confreres inthe provinoe,have been
contemplating this situation for some weeks,not to say months past. hot that the
Visitor has communicated his mind to me,or to any other member of the Official
Council,as far as I am aware,bu* somehow the word has gotten abroad that he contemplated resigning. 'Ihether this has resulted from mere conjeoture based on the
state of his health,or from his communication with his unofficial advisors - his
e b these unofficial
administr'-tion ha been ' luenoed from first
from is
al -0 oreartl,
confi ences to certein "pets" among the Daughters of Charity - he has such - I
sos

ktL bv~e 0

1

b te
ointedte

am not prepared to say. Personally I conjecture that all three factors played
a part. Put that isneither here nor there,except as a prelude to what I am about
to say.
Before making any suggestion as to a sucoessor,I must state that for some
time past,espeoially during the recent past,I have been ina state of perplexity
as to whether I should not communicate to you my views on the state of our proeofsta til. As a province
a
- we haye Been
vince, For the pat oi yers
we have been ma ing no progress whatsoever, Good work has been done inseveral
quarters,but that has been due,not to any inspiration coming from our natural
leader,but rather inspite of it.On the other hand splendid opportunities for
constructive work have been negleoted,to the disgust of all thinking men inthe
papt. toih j
province. Take for example his o tsruott i tao ti.Q 'th,;Es
Studies at ashingto . As you are 'awarea magnificent site is,and has been,ours
or -e pas tve years. Money,to the extent of X75,000 isin escrow in the bank,
to be used whenever we wish,to construct a building. Both the site and the funds
are the donation of Mrs.Doheny. Moreover,on# several occqsions inthe past the
members of the Provincial Council - Levan,R~usson,Finney and Barr - have urged

the construction of this building,whiclt we should have had long ago. All this is
known to the authorities at the Catholic University and only recently both the
Rector of the University and the Archbishop of St.Louis have asked me ",what is
holring us up". The Rector of the University added: "Has your provincial some
grudge against the Catholic University?" You will readily understand that all
that is very bad. But rrhsy has he not acted? As far as I can judge he has been
gp
getting his advice from unofficial c onEe.c
1 '.ho seam to think that
this fudd should be lceptirT sibleso thct the interest may be used to send
our young priests to other universities,such as Columbia,Oxford,and what not,in
order that De Paul University may have the kind of men they want. Perhaps itmay
be wiell to have men with degrees from these seo ular,not to say pagan,universities,
but a house of Studies in '.iashington,to my way of thinking,is relatd not merely
to the obtaining of degrees,it iscentre of influence ~rihich we should posses. As
a matter of fact we are the only major Community :,ithout such a centre of infuence,
and we are undoubtedly suffering; from this lack,

isrice inftar
WEBSTER GROVES, MO.

meeting situations. I could enlarge on this by citing his hondling of the
Platisoha case,01hich has damned him forever with the conrrerero'r t ep'i'ce1of that they hold him formally guilty,but ifcertain precautions
had been taken,which apparently he did not take,we might - I only say might have been spared this scandal. Then,whether justly or unjustly,h's frendship
wie
Bertrand and his nototious weakness incultivating riends among
sisters everywhere,has created inthe minds of the confreres throughout the
province such an impression that,were his name to be announced as Visitor,
there would ascend an almost universal groan of despair.
I have already mentioned the names of several who may be proposed by the
Visitor or by others,Geor
aaley,Ta rt
reJohn Overberg,bike Dillon.
For god's sake do not appo n anysuch small-time men:nder them die povnce
would go to sleep. They are good enough,perhaps,in their plaoe,but their lce
isnot at the head of the Nestern Province at the present time. To these 00
might add the names of others posseessed of truly brilliant talent
but who,
alas,are exceedingly unpopular with the confreres for one reason or other or
no reason. I shall not mention names. I do not suppose they will be suggested.
As alternatis I can only think of Cone and Winne inthat order, You know
Coyn we kness. But he has been doing a pretty god job inDenver and he is
e
to l
the Bishop there. Candidly his appointment would be a venture,
but I would make that venture rather than risk certain failure with the others
I have mentioned with the exception of Corooran. xme,too,would be a venture
and a bigger venture than Coyneltioumh I should prefer him to the others whom
I have mentioned,always excepting Corcoran.
Dear Fcther Souvay,knowing me and knowing my love for the "cause",I am sure
you will be able rightly to interpret the frankness with which I have written.
To me Itseems that,never in the history of the 'estern.Province,was the time
more critical and I shall a; ait with anxiety you decision,which,whatever Itmay
beI shall accept ina spirit of loyalty and obedience.
Before closing,I shall presume to add one word as to mysoif. I know that
there are not a few confreres in the province who are generous enough to think
that I am the one wrho should be appointed, From a statement which I made at the
last meeting of the Consultors I scarcely think any of thoseswhom you have consulted officially will present my name, I do nod see how they could Injustice
to me or the province. But this thing may get out,as such things do get out,and
it is possible that from other sources you may receive letters urging my appointment, I do not think so,because to those confreres who have broached the thing
to me In recent months I have made a clear statement as to the conditin o.
he
and I think I have suppressed any movement inmy behalf..
1Thi
d I be
mistaken in this,I ant to go on record hero as informing you that knowing the
condition of my he'dth,which isnot revealed by my appearance,I simply would not
possess the physical energr to carry on. As itisI find itvery difficult,and
from certain symptoms,bronhiall symptomsvhich I have notedsimilar to those
of last year,but which' I am t°ying to concel and live don,I shall be lucky
to get throuch this year without a break. I say this so that there nay be no
complications causing delay as to the appointment.
Intho love of St.Vincent,I remain
Yours obediently,

J01rick $ffiuI2
WEBSTER GROVES, MO.

But that isfar from my purpose. On the contrary I do itfor 'twovery practical
purposes.
First I desire to warn you against paying any heed to whatever suggestion
he may make as to his successor. Possibly I do him an injustice and he may
rise to the occasion and suggest a really wqthy man. God grant he does. But my
conjecture isthat he will suggest some small-time nobody - one who isnot a
Roman Doctor - such as George O'Malley,or hike Dillon,cr MAartin 1,oore,or John
Overberg. Unless I am mistaken he has his plans made as to his own future and
those plans are - seeing thnt
six ears are abo to g~ireand he sta e
of my health issuch that I'sha 1 probab y ave to seek a mil fer climate - those
plans are to step inas Rector of Kenrick Seminary. He isjust that self-complacent
that he cannot see how ridiculous that would be. What would Bishop Lillis think,
what would his friend John Joseph Glennon think of such an appointment;
No. '1fehave had enough of this small-time politics. ,nd this brings me to the
second motive for recounting my views on the present state of the province. What
we need isa "big" man,one with vision and power of organization,one who has proven
himself,to do the great work that isto be done. No pigny,just to satisfy the "hoi
polloi": Ifsuch a one isappointed the Congregation of the Mission. inthe ;est
may as well hang out the "for-rent-siga",
Vho is this man? I can think of only one - FrankCocorg n. He has grown immensely since your departure and has given striking proof of his rare ability
as an organizer and as an administrator both inChicago and inLos Angeles. He
did more to enforce disoiplf.nd suocessfully,at De Paul than anyone inrecent
years and more than I thought possible. He Ispossessed of that courage which
isindeed demanded at the present time. He iswell known to thc bishops and
influential clergy and his appointment would lend the prestige which I fear we
have been losing. The only possible objection I can see to him - the only objeotin
that merits any consideration - ishis health. As to that,for the past year or
tivo ithas not been bad. Anyhow he has health enough to do the work and he could,
as Visitor,seek those periods of relaxation w-hich he ary need,better than 'as a
local superior. Even ifwie had his services for only a few yegas- one term - it
would mean much. Itisan emergency and he isthe one to meet the emergency. As
you love the Western Province,I beseech you to appoint Father Corcoran.

Before suggesting alternatives - and I hate to think of alternatives I am going to make bol w rn
o cc o
s c
es wvho miay be proposed,but whose appointment I should consider fatal. Thefirst is Father iichse
O'Conn .A splendid man inmany respects but one who would certainly not ma e
theeas' attempt to enforce disciplO. Indeed I fear his practical ideas of
pp, discipline are exceedingly broad. He isnotorious as one who has rver
C V re ular in risin for mornin medit ti
d this is knowm
t
,,
my w,a o t inking t is exc udes him
;hatevernaua ities he may poss ss.
Hlis appointment would be tantamomt to declhring thr.t all that is written about
the necessity of risisng for morning medit<:tion is so much "bunk".
Inthe second plaoe,I regret to say,it 'rould be fatal to appoint Father ".m
Brena . As superior at Perryville he has given lamentable proof that he isdevoid
o judgn7nt indealing with men and he isdeficient in practical prudence in
Sv,...
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very Reverend Char les8 L"SOuvay, C.Ii IDs . .s
95,Rue de Sevres,
France.
par is,

most Honored Father;Gratia D.N.J. C.sit semper nobiscui
r,

1 am replying to your letter of Feb.8th.rela-

tive to the selection of a successor to. Fr. Flavin.
Keeping in mind the qualifications listed in
following
the visitor'ls Rules, and also that of health, J ,make the
first choice; Father Marshall winne,Superior of the
the
Kansas City parish House. HO is a good representative before
He has had
Laity and the dlergy, and is at ease with the Hierarchy.
Minor
experience in several of our principal works;i,e.major and

nominations.

I think
Seminaries, Colleges, and parish administrat ionl.As to finances,
he has
hls work at Kansas city is a splendid recomnmendationiI think
I nominate him,
the spirit of our state, and that the office for which
miswould not alter' his disposition.Hi's sense of humor is sometimes
understood,but I beleive that could be changed.!
we have other splendid confreres, but I beleive
off ice.
they lack the administrative ability so necessary for that

r

Father wmn.
f-- These are Father Coyne,Superior of pSt.ty Thomas Seniinary,afld

choice.
grenfl&1,Superior at Perryville, and make up my second and third
Sincerely yours inSt. Vincent,

r

A
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(off the Record.)
De art Dr. Souvay; .Iregret to admit that a letter of such importance

as the enclosed was needed for me' to address a few lines to my former
scripture professor.I hope you will not think that I have forgotten
you entirely.The fact is,I frequently think of you, and pray that
"Dominus conservet eumnl.There is no valid excuse to offer for not
sending greetings;all I can do is offer my apologies.
*evatlT

you letter wim the first intimation of Fr. Flavfiis

resignation. But ithad to come;he is a sick man, and it is beginning
to tell in his disposttion.He is not one to burden others with his
troubles, and we living in the same house with him, did not know of
the seriousness of his sickness.
At this writing, Fr. Joseph4Finney is fighting for
life against ;pneumonia; at De paul Hospital. Everything possible is
being done for him in a medical way-His many friends are praying hard.
partial paralysis o a vocal chord caused me to give
up Mission work.I am now the pastor at historic St. Vincent's here.
Hoping you are well, and promising a remembrance:;in
my prayers, I am,.
your sincere,
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new Superior and Father Le Fevre would make a wonderful Superior
for Perryville. With both these statements of Father Barr I fully
agree, and itaseems to me that ifFather Barr isconsistent he
should consider Father Cyril Le Fevre qualified for the office of
Visitor.
Father Le Fevre, after finishing his high school studies
under the Sisters of Charity inKeokuk, Iowa, became an expert
public accountant inChicago, I was told that he was drawing a
high salary when he decided to enter the Community. As far as
the knowledge of business isconcerned I do not think that there
is anyohe in the Province who can compare with him. With the
permission of Father Flavin I have had Father Le Fevre making out
a new set of books for the provincial accounts. This isvery
much needed. Although I was appointed Provincial Procurator in
summer of 1936, the accounts of the Province were not turned over
to me until September 1937.
For the spiritual side of the Community Father La Fevre
would be better qualified than any other Confrere among those
whom I considered by reason of his own personal regularity, and,
his desire for regularity inothers.
Inmy reflections on the subject other names came to my
mind, such as:
h
Hieseems to be doing well as
Superior of t a Seminary inDenver; but he was regarded as ayJfJ
urt
a
f e vFAZJ
L"
Is good fo
nss
administration, ut it is said h
elikes the social life, and
isrough inhis ways in dealing with Co&T res,
i7 especialjy with the
meek and humble.
Father G ;g, O'Maley. Superior of the Cape.
He has many good qualities, but I do no' think that he could command
the respect that Father Le Fevre would command, He has one defect
that would be serious ina Visitor, He ne leets to repl to l
rs
Even on business matters concerning which
eee fed
no answers. Father Flavin told me that such was Father George
OMalley's reputa tion.
Apart from Father Flavin's health - which in fact has not

been good for severall.ionths - a change of Visitor h d rove
bene d~ialo the Province~ for
s
p rsone ly rep ar
in obaae ance o u es "fie seems to be almost totally indifferent
to reglarity on-the part of others; and ithas been practically
useless for Superiors to appeal to him to remedy even grave
conditions which could be remedied only by the removal of certain
Confreres.
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Most Honored Father;
Very Reverend and dear Father Souvay:

Your blessing ifyou please i
I am replying to your letter inwhich you stated
that you had decided to grant Father Flavin's petition to release
him from the offlce of Visitor, and inwhich you requested me to
propose the name of a Confrere who, inmy judgment,is most suitable
for the office of Visitor.
Inyour letter you say: "Indeed I am sorry to

hear that already there isa report out that Very Rev. T.J. Flavin,
0.M.has resigned." Itistrue that there have been such rumors
during the past two months, but when I was asked about them I have

always denied that there was any foundation for the rumors, because
although I have been closely associated with Father Flavin for the
past six months he has never onoe intimated inany way that he
intended to resign. ItIsevident now that he did tell one or
more persons and they gave out the report. Your letter was the
first information that I have actually received that Father Flavin
requested to be relieved of the duty of Visitor.
I have meditated on the question of your letter
and I have prayed that my reply would have inview solely the
welfare of our Province and of the Community. I have not spoken
to, or communicated Inany way with any person on the subject matter
of your letter.
Inreflecting on the matter I considered several
Confreres, and after mature deliberation I have come to the conclusion
re for the past three years Director of
t a FlhejZJkee

students at Kenrick Seminary, would be the best qualified in every way.
I read over several times the copy Inyour letter of the qualifications
required inthe Visitor, and Inmy judgment Father Le Fevre has all
the requisite qualities. His only defect ishis age, but he Ismature
beyond his age.

My opinion of Father Le Fevre can be supported by

Last summer when Father Barr was rather ill
certain arguments.
and wished to be relieved of his duty as Superior of the Kenrick
Seminary inthe course of a conversation with me on the subject of
a new Superior for the Kenrick Seminary Father Barr said: "Father
Le Fevre would be by far the best qualified for the position except
that he has no Roman degrees and isthe youngest man in the house,"
In the last meeting of the Provincial Consultors, just a few weeks
ago, Father Barr remarked that Perryville was badly inneed of a

